JOB POSTING
ATHLETICS PRODUCTION CREW
Audio Operator - 2016-2017

Position Description
Tradition and success are two words that best describe University of Alberta Golden Bears and Pandas Athletics. In order for this success to be achieved, a diligent, behind the scenes, staff must ensure all events run smooth and effectively. With twenty-four teams and over five hundred student-athletes, the University of Alberta Athletics is a leader in Canadian Interuniversity Sport.

We are currently looking for two (2) individuals to fill the Music Operator position within our Production Crew. The Audio Operator is responsible for the in-game music and all audio associated with the PA Announcer, videos, and graphics. If you have an interest in music, sport and want to assist the Athletic Department in providing an atmosphere for our student athletes and spectators, we want to hear from you.

Hours Per Month:
- Approx. 20 - 40 hours/month - Expected to work approximately 5 hours during game day

Compensation:
$14-17/hr + 4.0% vac. pay + 3.46% stat pay
*based on experience

Job Responsibilities
- Works in collaboration with the TriCaster Production Director and PA Announcer
- Sets up and maintains Sound Director system (In-house music)
- Prepare song lists prior to games
- Insert, edit, and organize songs
- Instrumental in creating a highly entertaining and family fun atmosphere

GENERAL Qualifications
- Available and committed to work Friday/Saturday nights for particular sport
- Technically savvy with ability to multi-task, cross-train and learn new skills quickly.
- Strong understanding of live sports television
- In-depth knowledge of the game of basketball and/or volleyball
- Previous experience on TriCaster, 3Play, or Sound Director system helpful
- Basic computer skills - Proficiency in Microsoft Office software and Internet Applications
- Outstanding communication and presentation skills
- Excellent relationship builder
- Must be self motivated, able to work independently, and be a part of a team
- Able to solve problems in an efficient and effective way

Please Forward Cover Letter and Resume to:
ualbertaevents@gmail.com
or deliver to 2-420 Van Vliet Centre
Thank you to everyone who applies however only those individuals’ best qualified for the position will be contacted!